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Abstract 
In order to provide sufficient training data for statistical machine(-aided) translation in medical field, a large scale 
English-Chinese parallel corpus of medical works is constructed. Eighteen English medical printed books with 
Chinese translation are selected as raw materials. With the help of an OCR scanner, all texts are recognized, manually 
proofread and stored in electrical form. Within a rigid scheme of corpus construction and with the help of a self-
coded Python program, English and Chinese texts are separated, sentence aligned and XML marked. After careful 
manual proofreading, an Internet-based corpus retrieval platform is constructed. The present parallel corpus contains 
54,522 sentence pairs and more than 2,500,000 English words / Chinese characters, which can be preliminarily 
applied in the training and testing of statistical machine(-aided) translation researches in medical field. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction
“From a machine learning point of view, a translation is a training example that is represented by a set
of features”[1] and the values of these features have to be extracted from the training data — the parallel 
corpus. In fact, machine(-aided) translation has always been longed for by medical writers in China. The 
bottleneck of the research is the sufficient training data, namely, the construction of a large English-
Chinese parallel corpus of medical works. Up till now, parallel corpus construction has seen full and 
healthy development, such as the 7.5 million words/characters large scale Chinese-English Parallel 
Corpus by Institute of Computational Linguistics of Peking University[2], the 30 million 
words/characters Chinese-English Parallel Corpus for General Purpose by National Research Centre for 
Foreign Language Education of Beijing Foreign Studies University[3], the Hong Lou Meng Parallel 
Corpus by Yanshan University under the sponsorship of National Social Science Foundation of China[4], 
and the latest Bilingual Corpora of Tourism Texts Corpus by Hong Kong Polytechnic University[5]. 
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These general and special purpose corpora give a strong boost to foreign language studies, translation 
studies, and even machine translation studies. However, these resources provide little help for the need in 
medical field. The few related researches about medical English include a simple discussion of the 
construction principles of medical English corpus[6] and a cohesion study based on a very small English-
Chinese translation corpus[7]. With the purpose of promoting researches in statistical machine(-aided) 
translation from Chinese to English in medical field, the English-Chinese Parallel Corpus of Medical 
Works (PCMW) is developed and this paper reports the construction process, the basic statistical data and 
future research works. 
2. Corpus  construction 
The construction of PCMW includes 4 stages from text collection to retrieval platform construction. 
2.1. Text collection 
There are three factors to be taken into consideration in text collection. Bai et al. stresses two of them: 
the design purpose of the corpus and the quality of raw texts.[3] The other factor is the text availability. 
The design purpose of PCMW is mainly targeted on the resource construction of computer(-aided) 
translation. Certainly, it also can be used in medical English study and translation study. Therefore, the 
first requirement is the large capacity that ensures the adequacy of resource for machine learning. The 
second requirement is representativeness. That means the corpus should cover the main fields of medical 
study and reflect various aspects of medical English. “The quality of text material mainly refers to the 
quality of source texts, translation and the normality of text storage”.[3] For an English to Chinese 
medical translation corpus, the quality of source texts refers to the quality of medical English works and 
the quality of translation refers to the quality of Chinese translation texts. The text availability of English-
Chinese medical works is different from general purpose texts or news texts because they are difficult to 
obtain from the Internet. The resources available are published bilingual works or self-translated medical 
English works. 
In view of above-mentioned three factors, we select 18 books. Among them, 15 books are a set of 
English-Chinese medical readers published by Shanghai Scientific and Technological Literature 
Publishing House. This set of books covers all the key medical fields, which can fully reflect the state of 
medical English. The English texts in these books are selected from American or British classical medical 
textbooks and reference books that have been reprinted many times. The Chinese translation of these 
books is of good quality, too. Considering the need of pedagogical studies on medical English, 3 more 
English-Chinese medical English textbooks and academic works are included. These books are published 
by People's Medical Publishing House, China Medico-Pharmaceutical Science & Technology Publishing 
House, and World Book Publishing Corporation Beijing Company. 
All selected books are printed works. To construct a corpus, they need to be transferred to electronic 
format, which is carried out with the help of OCR scanner. And then the recognized texts are stored as a 
Microsoft Word 2003 document. After the preprocessing of deleting page headers, footers, and the 
garbled characters from corrupted graph, final texts achieved are more than 3200 pages long with more 
than 2.63 million words/characters. 
2.2. Text preparation and processing 
There are four steps in text preparation and processing for the construction of the corpus: raw text 
material proofreading, English and Chinese texts separation, automatic sentence alignment and manual 
alignment checking. Based on analysis of these tasks, a preparation and processing plan for bilingual 
corpus is made. Specific regulation and work flow for each step are designed accordingly. In addition, a 
concise XML tag set is designed and adopted for tagging corpus throughout the entire construction 
process. This tag set includes marks of text beginning, text body, paragraph, sentence, etc. Finally, a 
satisfactory tool set coded in Python is adopted to automate the process of text preparation, tagging, 
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checking, alignment and proofreading wherever possible. For tasks that cannot be fulfilled automatically, 
software is also resorted to facilitate manual processing. 
1) Raw text scanning error recognition and proofreading  
The raw texts for corpus construction are obtained via scanning recognition technology. The text of 
each book is stored as a Microsoft Word 2003 document. Although some garbled characters have been 
deleted during scanning process, a large amount of recognition errors still exist in texts, which need 
further proofreading. This task is undertaken by several experienced medical English teachers. And all 
texts have to be proofread at least three times. 
With the help of spelling and grammar checker embedded in Microsoft Word 2003, proofreaders firstly 
leaf through texts and correct obvious scanning errors and at the same time delete illustrations unrelated to 
language information to complete the first-round proofreading. In the second round, proofreaders read 
through texts carefully to detect and correct inconspicuous errors and consult the original printed texts if 
needed. At last, an experienced medical English professor is employed to read through all electronic texts 
to ensure there is no error existing. 
2) Source and translation texts separation 
Raw text materials are all stored as Microsoft Word 2003 documents. Each document contains both 
English and Chinese texts, which are presented alternately paragraph by paragraph with the order of source 
text first and translated text second. In order to construct paragraph alignment units, source texts and 
translated texts need to be recognized and separated. First, all 18 MS Word documents are transformed to 
pure text documents and named according to the printed books. Secondly, English and Chinese texts are 
extracted from each file with the help of Python program. During the extraction, the text format is cleaned 
up. All extra spaces and isolated marks are deleted. Each paragraph is stored in one line and paragraphs are 
separated by one space line. At the beginning and ending of each paragraph, tags <p>…</p> are inserted. 
<p> marks the beginning and </p> marks the ending of each paragraph. This pair of tags has a property ID 
that marks the ordinal number of each paragraph, ranging from 1to n, with n as the total number of 
paragraphs for the text. Lastly, 18 paragraph alignment units in pure text format are obtained. The source 
and translation text share the same document name, that is the book title, but with different extensions. The 
related information, that is the publication information, is tagged with XML marks: <HEAD_INFO> and 
</ HEAD_INFO > for both source and translation texts. 
3) Automatic sentence alignment 
In the construction of parallel corpus, the alignment units include different layers of construction, 
ranging from texts, paragraphs, sentences, phrases, to words. The smaller the unit, the more linguistic 
information and application value the corpus can provide. Yet, the difficulty of text processing is 
increasing accordingly. Usually, text alignment is relatively easy to achieve and paragraph alignment for 
scientific works is not very difficult, either. However, phrase alignment or word alignment is quite difficult 
even for manual judgment because of the free adaptation during translation process by translators, let alone 
the automatic alignment by computer. Therefore, “the most common practice for parallel corpus alignment 
lies at sentence level”.[8] In addition, sentence aligned parallel corpus has achieved significant application 
value, which has been widely adopted as research resource in academic fields, such as machine translation 
and bilingual dictionary compilation, etc. Thus, it can be seen, sentence alignment has become a core 
procedure for current bilingual parallel corpus construction. 
By far, there are three ways to achieve sentence alignment: length based, word based and a hybrid of the 
two methods.[9] Length based method is easy understandable. Usually, a large positive correlation exists 
between the length of translated sentences and that of source sentences. Here the criteria of sentence length 
calculation include word[10] or letter[11].  Both criteria report high accuracy of alignment, which reaches 
96%-97%[12], or even 98% and 99.4%[9]. However, there is a drawback in length based method. That is, 
the accuracy of alignment for complex sentences is quite low and once an error occurs during processing, it 
will be hard to correct.  
Word based method operates on the ground that some words in source texts ought to have their 
counterparts in translation and the distribution of these words is highly correlated. The key idea in this 
method is to find out two corresponding sentences with maximizing number of related words. Although the 
initial research on English-German corpus proves that word based method increases alignment accuracy, it 
is problematic to define corresponding words across corpora. The reason is that many words are 
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polysemous. One way to improve this method is to identify cognate words in both source and translation 
texts as the corresponding words, which achieves high performance. [9] 
The hybrid method takes advantage of the merits from both length and word based methods. It aligns 
sentences based on words firstly. For those parts that cannot be aligned based on words, length based 
method is applied. The combination of the two methods obviously outperforms either one of them. 
All the above alignment methods target alphabetic languages, such as English, French, and German, 
which have achieved satisfactory results. However, the applicability of these methods for Chinese is much 
lower. One problem is that the cognate words approach is not workable for Chinese at all; the other 
problem lies in Chinese word segmentation. Due to the inaccuracy of word segmentation, not only the 
alignment performance based on words is seriously affected, but the sentence length measured in Chinese 
words is not reliable as well. 
Moreover, theoretically speaking, sentence alignment can be achieved in the form of 1:1, 1:N, N:1, N:N 
or even 1:0 while N represents more than 1 sentences. Yet previous researches show that most sentence 
alignments are in the form of 1:1 in parallel corpora. For instance, 1:1 sentence pairs in English-Norwegian 
corpus occupy as high as 96.40% of all paralleled sentences.[9] English-Chinese parallel corpora cannot 
achieve such high level of 1:1 sentence alignment, but this kind of alignment is still on the side of majority. 
For example, the 1:1 sentence alignment in English-Chinese Non-literature Corpus by Peking Foreign 
Language Studies University is 84.7% on average with a 94% highest level[3]; For the large scale English-
Chinese parallel corpus by Peking University, its 1:1 sentence alignment reaches 87%.[2]  
The construction of a particular corpus needs specific analysis. Text materials for the construction of 
medical parallel corpus are already aligned paragraph to paragraph. Moreover, pre-sampling shows that, 
for English and Chinese sentences selected from most books, the ratio of English words and Chinese 
characters in corresponding sentences is relatively consistent and the majority of sentences are 1:1 aligned. 
Therefore, sentence length based automatic sentence alignment approach is adopted with certain manual 
assistance. The automatic alignment is confined to paragraphs so as to prevent the spread of errors incurred 
in automatic processing. In addition, human computer interface is adopted in sentence alignment. That is, 
in computerized alignment, once the length ratio of English and Chinese sentences is larger than the pre-set 
threshold value, especially for sentences that are not 1:1 alignment, program would be paused for manual 
intervention to check specific sentences for alignment accuracy. If necessary, manually adjust sentence 
alignment, and then restart the program to complete the whole process. Before starting the automatic 
process, pre-sampling of manually aligned sentences shows that the ratio of English words and Chinese 
characters is around 1:1.7 for most selected books. For books that have a significantly different ratio, the 
parameter has to be adjusted before automatic processing. 
Once the alignment of English and Chinese sentences is achieved, sentence boundaries are tagged with 
XML marks. Therein, tags for sentences are <s>…</s>, <s> marks the beginning of a sentence and </s> 
the end of a sentence. This tag has a property ID that indicates the ordinal number of the within a 
paragraph and its value ranges from 1 to n while n stands for the total number of sentences within the 
paragraph. Since paragraph boundaries have been tagged already, the alignment tags would only mark to 
the level of sentences. Paragraph alignment units could be marked by both sentence alignment units and 
paragraph boundary tags. Components of alignment are tagged both in source and translation texts as 
<a>…</a> while <a> indicates the beginning of the component and </a> the end of the component. This 
tag has two properties: ID and NO. ID represents the ordinal number of the component with values ranging 
from 1 to n while n represents the total number of components in the whole document. NO represents the 
number of sentences within a component with values ranging from 1 to n while n represents the maximum 
number of sentences in the component. Within a text body alignment unit, a pair of alignment components 
with the same ID number in both source and translation texts constitute a sentence alignment unit. 
<s>…</s> tags are embedded within <a>…</a> tags and <a>…</a> tags are embedded within <p>…</p> 
tags. 
4) Manual alignment checking  
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In order to ensure the quality of sentence alignment, the output of manually assisted computerized 
alignment still needs manual proofreading. This work is carried out by several experienced teachers 
separately. Each one of them reads through part of aligned texts. If error is detected, further adjustment is 
made and corresponding tags are corrected, as well. 
2.3. Corpus  structure 
As a resource for machine learning, the pure text form of aligned sentences can roughly fulfill the task. 
However, considering other applications of this corpus, sentence aligned corpus needs to be organized into 
a whole by corpus indexing. The index of bilingual parallel corpus usually includes three components: text 
information data, single language index, and bilingual index. 
Firstly, a text information databank is designed for PCMW. For every text body alignment unit, i.e. 
every book, a record is stored in the databank, including document name, English and Chinese book titles, 
authors, translators, fields, publishing date, publishing house, etc. Document name is linked to source and 
translation documents from which text body alignment units are taken, so as to retrieve and collect basic 
textual information of corpus 
Single language index includes Chinese index and English index. The construction of indexes adopts 
the form of inverted index frequently used in information retrieval. Chinese index is organized by the rank 
of string sequence based on Chinese characters while English index is organized based on words. The 
inverted indexes include three lists: main index, document list and position list. Two main indexes store all 
Chinese and English characters/words and their frequencies in corpus. Every character or word has a 
pointer pointing to a document list. Document lists store the appearance of a specific Chinese character or 
English word and its frequency in a certain document. Position lists store the position of a specific Chinese 
character or English word in a certain document. The organization of inverted indexes is the base of single 
language index in the corpus. 
Lastly, a bilingual index is constructed with focus on sentence pairs. When a sentence is searched in 
one language, it automatically links to the corresponding sentence in the other language. Bilingual index 
lists store mainly document names, sentence pair numbers, and the Chinese and English sentence 
positions in corresponding documents in the sentence pairs. Document number and sentence pair number 
within the document can solely define one pair of sentence in the bilingual corpus. The construction of 
bilingual index is the base for the retrieval of bilingual sentence pairs. 
2.4. Retrieval platform development 
The Internet retrieval platform of medical English-Chinese parallel corpus is nearly accomplished. 
After repeated testing, it has been operating stably on the intranet. Its retrieval function includes text body 
alignment unit choice, Chinese character based or English word based parallel sentence pair retrieval, and 
multi-word retrieval. Retrieval results can simultaneously report the alignment units the sentence pair 
belongs to. This retrieval platform is to be connected to Internet after settling server rental and text 
copyright problems, in order to provide query service for medical English learners and researchers. 
3. Basic statistics of present corpus 
Table I lists part of the basic information of PCMW. It includes titles of selected books and the number 
of English words and Chinese characters. As shown in table 1, presently PCMW consists of 54, 522 
sentence pairs and more than 2.5 million Chinese characters and English words, which can be applied in 
machine(-aided) translation, medical English language research, and pedagogical studies. 
Table 1. Text information of PCMW 
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(18 books) No. of sentence pairs No. of English words No. of Chinese characters 
Anatomy 2646 47263 58563 
Biochemistry 3043 51188 88513 
… … … …
Epidemiology 3002 52974 86614 
Medical English 4545 79424 135412 
Total 54522 966567 1614549 
4. Future  research 
The future work of English-Chinese Parallel Corpus of Medical Works involves two tasks: one is to 
refine the current corpus and the other is to expand the capacity of the current corpus. For the first task, 
Chinese text in the corpus is indexed based on Chinese characters, which sometimes leads to the retrieval 
of non-word structures. The next step is to work on Chinese word segmentation to construct a word index. 
English text in the corpus is indexed on tokens, and thus the next step is to establish a word family list or, 
after word stemming program is applied, adopt a word family index. The further step is to perform 
alignment at word and phrase levels.  As for the second task, to ensure sufficient training, evaluating and 
testing data for statistical machine(-aided) translation researches in medical field, the capacity of PCMW 
has to be enlarged as much as possible. 
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